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Real-Time Detection of Single-Molecule
DNA Compaction by Condensin I
units whose phosphorylation at mitosis renders the
complex catalytically active [7, 8]. Genetic analysis in
yeast [9] and higher eukaryotes [10] has demonstrated
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1 Bungtown Road that mutations in condensin subunits are lethal, pre-
sumably as a result of the incomplete resolution of topo-Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724
logically linked sister chromatids. Biochemical studies
[11–14] have provided important insights into the inter-
actions between DNA and condensins in vitro. In particu-
lar, it has been shown that condensin activity leadsSummary
to the accumulation of positive supercoils in the DNA
in an ATP-hydrolysis-dependent manner; whether thisBackground: Condensin is thought to contribute to
process is dominated by global [12] or local [13] interac-large-scale DNA compaction during mitotic chromo-
tions is still unclear.some assembly. It remains unknown, however, how the
In parallel with these advances, the study of protein-complex reconfigures DNA structure at a mechanistic
DNA interactions has greatly benefited from the devel-level.
opment of single-molecule DNA nanomanipulation tech-Results: We have performed single-molecule DNA
niques. Such studies enable researchers to analyze thenanomanipulation experiments to directly measure in
forces and kinetics involved in both the formation andreal-time DNA compaction by the Xenopus laevis con-
maintenance by proteins of compacted states of DNA.densin I complex. Condensin can bind to the nanomani-
Examples include the study of histone-DNA interactionspulated DNA in the absence of ATP, but it compacts
[15] or the processive, molecular motor-based pack-the DNA only in the presence of hydrolyzable ATP. Linear
aging of DNA into the bacteriophage straight phi29compaction is evidenced by a reduction in the end-to-
capsid [16].end extension of nanomanipulated DNA. The reaction
To help elucidate the physical mechanism behindresults in total compaction of the DNA (i.e., zero end-
DNA compaction by condensin, we have undertaken ato-end extension). Discrete and reversible DNA compac-
single-molecule study of DNA compaction by thetion events are observed in the presence of competitor
X. laevis condensin I complex. Our results show thatDNA when the DNA is subjected to weak stretching
condensin uses hydrolyzable ATP to physically and re-forces (F  0.4 picoNewton [pN]). The distribution of
versibly compact DNA against a weak stretching forcestep sizes is broad and displays a peak at60 nm (180
(F  0.4 pN). Decompaction of the DNA is aided bybp) as well as a long tail. This distribution is essentially
increasing the stretching force to 10 pN. In this case,unaffected by the topological state of the DNA substrate.
we observe large, discrete increases in the DNA end-Increasing the force to F  10 pN drives the system
to-end extension; increases on the scale of hundredstoward step-wise reversal of compaction. The distribu-
of nanometers are frequent. The length scale of thesetion of step sizes observed upon disruption of con-
events is much larger than the maximal physical dimen-densin-DNA interactions displays a sharp peak at
sions of the protein complex, on the order of 100 nm.30 nm (90 bp) as well as a long tail stretching out to
These results lead us to propose that condensin com-hundreds of nanometers.
pacts DNA by forming or stabilizing large loops alongConclusions: The DNA nanomanipulation assay allows
the molecule.us to demonstrate for the first time that condensin physi-
cally compacts DNA in an ATP-hydrolysis-dependent
manner. Our results suggest that the condensin complex
Resultsmay induce DNA compaction by dynamically and revers-
ibly introducing loops along the DNA.
Our experimental setup is summarized in Figure 1A.
In these experiments, an unnicked, linear, double-
Introduction stranded DNA molecule is attached at one end via multi-
ple digoxigenin groups to an anti-digoxigenin-coated
The recent discovery of the SMC (structural mainte- glass surface. The other end of the molecule is attached
nance of chromosomes) family of proteins has opened via multiple biotin groups to a1m diameter streptavi-
numerous avenues of research into the relationship din-coated magnetic bead [17]. The position of the mag-
between the structure and function of mitotic chromo- netic bead above the surface is measured in real-time
somes [1–3]. SMC proteins can be found in the five- (30 Hz) by using videomicroscopy, allowing us to deter-
subunit complex termed condensin, which has been mine the end-to-end extension, l, of the DNA to within
identified as an ATPase required for the proper forma- about 10 nm with 1 s averaging. A pair of magnets
tion of compact mitotic chromosomes. Condensin I is located above the surface is used to torsionally con-
composed of two SMC subunits, which have two long, strain and mechanically stretch the tethered DNA by
coiled-coil arms (each 50 nm long) connected by a acting on the bead. Translating the magnets closer to
central hinge [4–6] and three non-SMC regulatory sub- (farther away) from the surface increases (decreases)
the stretching force, F, applied to the bead. Rotating
the magnets n turns about the DNA axis causes the*Correspondence: strick@cshl.edu
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup and Topological Calibration
(A) Experimental setup. A single, unnicked, dsDNA molecule is shown attached at one end to a glass surface and at the other to a 1 m
superparamagnetic bead. The {x, y, z} position of the bead above the surface was sampled at 30 Hz by using videomicroscopy, and can be
determined to within about 10 nm with a 1 Hz bandwidth [19, 20]. This measurement yields the end-to-end extension, l, of the DNA. A pair
of NdFeBr magnets located above the sample allows us to control the applied stretching force F and DNA supercoiling  (see text for details).
Addition of ATP and condensin to the system leads to physical DNA compaction; i.e., a reduction in DNA end-to-end extension. Two possible
modes of condensin action are shown, including compaction by a single molecule or compaction driven by interactions between two DNA
bound condensins (see Discussion for details).
(B) Calibration of DNA topology. 11 kb DNA extension versus supercoiling behavior is measured in the enzyme’s reaction buffer while holding
the DNA at a constant force (F  0.4 pN).
bead to rotate by n turns in lock-step register, giving us rapid, yet reversible, compaction of the DNA molecule
(Figure 2A). Indeed, the entire 11 kb of DNA could bequantitative control over the DNA’s degree of supercoil-
ing, . The degree of supercoiling of the DNA is calcu- fully compacted within tens of seconds (for a rate on
the order of 1 kb/s). It is interesting to note that atlated as   n/Lk0, where Lk0 is the DNA’s natural linking
number [17, 18]. least initially, the reverse (decompaction) process could
also be just as rapid. However at later time points (e.g.,In Figure 1B we present a calibration curve relating
the extension, l, of an 11 kb DNA molecule to the number 1500 s) the compaction process dominated and decom-
paction became slower and did not proceed to comple-of magnet rotations, n. The stretching force is held con-
stant throughout (F  0.4 pN). This calibration curve tion. These results were obtained using unnicked DNA,
and similar results were obtained by using nicked DNAallows us to relate DNA extension to its topological state
and subsequently analyze in real-time the topological (data not shown).
When the same experiment was repeated in the ab-nature of protein-DNA interactions [19, 20]. The DNA’s
extension is maximal when it is torsionally relaxed sence of ATP, no such rapid compaction was observed
(Figures 2B and S2a). Replacement of ATP with AMP-( 0), and positively or negatively twisting the molecule
at this (low) force induces the formation of interwound PNP also resulted in no compaction of DNA (Figure
2C). Moreover, we found that the DNA compaction weloops (plectonemes or writhe) along the DNA, thus re-
ducing the DNA end-to-end extension. When condensin observed was dependent on the cell-cycle state of the
extract from which condensin was purified. When thedrives DNA compaction, we expect the DNA’s exten-
sion, l, to decrease. The extent of compaction observed experiment was performed by using condensin immuno-
purified from interphase egg extracts [7] and 1 mM ATP,on a torsionally relaxed DNA will provide information on
how condensin induces bending, wrapping, or looping traces of DNA extension versus time showed only a very
weak, transient, and residual compaction activity (Figureof the DNA. Comparing this to the extent of compaction
observed on positively or negatively supercoiled DNA S1). We therefore conclude that the mitotic form of con-
densin and ATP hydrolysis (or subsequent steps) areprovides additional information on how compaction by
condensin I induces changes in DNA topology [20, 21]. required for the DNA compaction we observe with the
current technique.
DNA Compaction Requires Mitotic Condensin
and ATP Hydrolysis Condensin Binds Reversibly to DNA
in the Absence of ATPWe begin by considering the compaction of a torsionally
relaxed DNA (  0) subjected to a very weak extending We were somewhat surprised to find that the nanoma-
nipulation technique detected virtually no DNA compac-force (F  0.4 pN). Upon introduction into the sample
of condensin (2 nM) immunopurified from X. laevis tion in the absence of ATP, because previous gel-shift
assays had shown that the condensin I complex bindsmitotic egg extracts and ATP (1 mM), we observed a
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the binding of condensin to DNA in the absence of ATP
is not very stable. We thus confirm that condensin can
bind to the nanomanipulated DNA in the absence of ATP
and, furthermore, that this interaction does not lead to
any detectable compaction of DNA.
Observing Interactions between a Single,
Functional Unit of Condensin and DNA
The condensin:DNA ratio in the preceding experiments
was chosen to be very high so as to ensure that if DNA
compaction was possible, it would be rapid, reliable,
and robust. Thus it is likely that the rapid compaction
we observe in such conditions is due to the action of
many condensin complexes acting on the nanomanipu-
lated DNA. In an attempt to detect the interaction be-
tween a single functional unit of condensin and the
nanomanipulated DNA, we tried to titrate the protein
concentration down to a level where discrete interac-
tion events (such as compaction steps or compaction
bursts) could be observed. These attempts were unsuc-
cesful, as even small (e.g., 50%) decreases in protein
concentration completely eliminated DNA compaction
(data not shown). This is in stark contrast to the ease
with which the activity of other DNA processing proteins
such as topoisomerases [19] and polymerases [20] can
be titrated. This leads us to suggest that the DNA com-
paction process we observe may involve cooperative
interactions between condensin complexes to aid in the
recruitment of condensin to DNA, as has been sug-Figure 2. Compaction of Torsionally Relaxed 11 kb DNA by Mitotic
gested by bulk biochemical assays using the SMC coreCondensin in the Presence of ATP
subunits [4].The force is constant at F  0.4 pN. Time traces showing the DNA
extension as a function of time are presented with raw data in green So as to reduce the number of condensin complexes
and averaged data (1 s window) in red. (A) DNA extension versus acting on the DNA, we measured protein-DNA interac-
time measured in the presence of mitotic condensin plus ATP (1 mM). tions in the presence of competitor DNA in solution, at a
(B) DNA extension versus time measured in the presence of mitotic
ratio of about one plasmid DNA per condensin complex.condensin but no ATP. (C) DNA extension versus time measured in
While the compaction process observed in the absencethe presence of mitotic condensin plus AMP-PNP (1 mM).
of competitor DNA was too rapid to resolve individual
compaction events (Figure 2A), addition of competitor
DNA in solution slowed the reaction down enough forto DNA even without nucleotide cofactors [11]. To test
whether condensin interacts with the nanomanipulated us to detect large, discrete, and transient decreases in
the nanomanipulated DNA’s end-to-end extension (Fig-DNA in the absence of ATP, we set up the following
two-step incubation. We first incubated the DNA with ure 3A). The discrete nature of these steps most likely
reflects the interaction of a single, functional unit ofcondensin (but no ATP) for 30 min; as described earlier
no compaction was observed in these conditions (Figure condensin with the DNA; it is formally possible that
two or multiple condensin molecules acting in concert,S2A). We then washed the sample cell (a 75 l volume)
for 10 min with 1.5 ml of buffer (containing no ATP) so rather than a single molecule, constitute such a func-
tional unit. The duration of the contraction events dis-as to remove any unbound protein. Upon addition of
100 l of reaction buffer containing 1 mM ATP to the played a wide range of kinetics, ranging from very
transient 1 s interactions to long-lived (i.e., hour time-sample, we could observe rapid and robust DNA com-
paction (Figure S2B). Control experiments were per- scale) interactions.
Based on the analysis of a few hundred experimentalformed by incubating the DNA with ATP and condensin
at a concentration equal to that which would remain time traces, we constructed a histogram of compaction
and decompaction step sizes (Figure 3B). The distribu-in solution after the wash step (i.e., diluted 20-fold to
100 pM) and found that essentially no compaction took tion of step sizes is quite broad, ranging from tens of
nanometres to more than 100 nm, and displays a peakplace (Figure S2C). Thus, the rapid onset of compaction
observed in the initial experiment is likely due to the at about 60 nm. The mean step size is 80  40 nm (SD),
but the breadth and skewed aspect of the distributioncondensin molecules that bound to the DNA during the
first incubation period in the absence of ATP. suggest that these parameters are not extremely useful
in characterizing the compaction process. It is interest-Finally, we note that when the wash volume and wash
duration were doubled (3 ml in 20 min), subsequent ing to note, however, that the60 nm reduction in DNA
end-to-end extension is very close to the amount ofaddition of ATP to the sample did not reliably lead to
DNA compaction (data not shown). This suggests that DNA observed by electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI)
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peated on positively or negatively supercoiled DNA
(||  0.018). Once again, linearized competitor DNA
was used to maintain a low condensin:DNA ratio. Histo-
grams for the compaction and decompaction step sizes
observed on negatively or positively supercoiled DNA
are shown in Figures 3C and 3D. As can be seen from
these histograms, supercoiling (either positive or nega-
tive) did not have a significant effect on the observed
step-size distribution. For negatively supercoiled DNA
the protein-DNA interaction resulted in a decrease in
end-to-end extension with a mean of about 75  50 nm
(SD), and for positively supercoiled DNA the protein-
DNA interaction resulted in a decrease in end-to-end
extension with a mean of about 75 45 nm (SD). As with
the step-size histogram obtained for torsionally relaxed
DNA, the step-size histograms obtained on positively




To determine the effect of the applied stretching force
on the compaction reaction, experiments were per-
formed by adding condensin and ATP (but no competitor
DNA) to the reaction chamber and modulating the force
applied to the DNA between 0.4 pN and 10 pN. After
observing initial compaction at the low force, we in-
creased the force to 10 pN. We found that this led to
progressive disruption of DNA compaction as evidenced
by discrete increases in the DNA extension signal (Figure
4A). Upon relaxing the force back to 0.4 pN, we observed
that most of the initial DNA end-to-end extension was
recovered (data not shown), indicating that compaction
was indeed reversed.
A histogram of dissociation step sizes is presented
Figure 4B. Although a sharp peak is observed at about
30 nm, large dissociation step sizes were also frequently
observed and the distribution displays a long tail stretch-
ing out to several hundreds of nanometers. As a result
the mean dissociation step-size is on the order of 85 
110 nm (SD). It is not possible to know whether force-
Figure 3. Detection and Analysis of Discrete Compaction/Decom- induced reversal of DNA compaction leads to full disso-
paction Events by Condensin
ciation of condensin from the DNA.
(A) Discrete and reversible compaction events can be observed on
torsionally relaxed, stretched (F  0.4 pN) 4 kb DNA in the presence
of 0.2 mM ATP and equimolar amounts of condensin and competitor
DiscussionDNA in solution. Raw data points are in green and averaged data
(1 s window) in red.
(B) Histogram of compaction/decompaction step sizes measured In the current study, we have used the DNA nanomanipu-
from time traces obtained as in (A) (n  228 points, mean  80 nm, lation technique to demonstrate that condensin I purified
SD  40 nm). from X. laevis mitotic egg extracts utilizes the energy of
(C) Histogram of compaction/decompaction step sizes measured
ATP hydrolysis to compact DNA. Compaction is highlyfrom time traces obtained as in (A) but with negatively supercoiled
dynamic and is indeed reversible, even in conditionsDNA (  0.018) (n  131 points, mean  75 nm, SD  50 nm).
(D) Histogram of compaction/decompaction step sizes measured where many condensins are allowed to bind to DNA. In
from time traces obtained as in (A) but with positively supercoiled this case, the compaction reaction we observe can be
DNA (  0.018) (n  99 points, mean  75 nm, SD  45 nm). very rapid, compacting many kb of DNA in a matter of
seconds. Equally rapid decompaction of the DNA can
also be observed during the early phase of the reaction,[13] to associate with a single condensin molecule in
the presence of ATP. but the equilibrium between compaction and decom-
paction gradually shifts toward compaction, presum-
ably as condensin progressively accumulates along theEffect of Supercoiling on DNA Compaction
In order to ascertain the effect of DNA topology on the DNA (Figure 2A). Consistent with this interpretation is the
observation that the process is strongly biased towardcompaction reaction, the above experiment was re-
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technique takes place independently of DNA supercoil-
ing. This was somewhat unexpected, as bulk biochemis-
try has suggested that mitotic condensin can use ATP
hydrolysis to introduce positive gyres in the protein-
associated region of DNA and compensatory negative
supercoils in the protein-free region of DNA [11]. It is
possible that the different assays detect different as-
pects of condensin activities. For instance, it is possible
that the topological changes observed in DNA by bulk
experiments only occur during the phase of rapid large-
scale compaction, which does not take place in the
presence of competitor DNA and where we cannot mea-
sure distributions of compaction step-sizes. In this con-
text such topological changes could result from chiral
protein-protein interactions. Alternatively, if condensin
binding to two DNA segments causes the intervening
DNA to be trapped in an insulated topological domain,
then the single-molecule assay will not detect supercoil
formation within this domain. Note that the formation of
such a domain would not affect bulk measurements, as
all protein is removed from DNA prior to measurements
in such assays.
Despite these differences, it is intriguing to find that the
step-size distribution of compaction detected with theFigure 4. Dissociation of Condensin-DNA Complexes by a 10 pN
current technique has a peak of 60 nm, which is veryStretching Force
close to the length of DNA measured to be associated(A) Condensin-DNA complexes are allowed to form on a torsionally
relaxed, 11 kb DNA (  0) at a force F  0.4 pN in the presence with a single condensin complex by ESI [13] (190 bp,
of 1 mM ATP. At t  0 the force is abruptly increased to 10 pN, or about 65 nm). Thus, the 60 nm steps may indeed
driving dissociation of condensin-DNA complexes and a step-wise represent the length of DNA on which a single functional
increase in DNA extension. Arrows indicate dissociation events.
unit of condensin works. It is tempting to speculateRaw data points are in green and averaged data (1 s window)
that such a single functional unit contains two DNA-in red.
interacting sites. Larger compaction step sizes would(B) Histogram of observed dissociation step sizes (n  185 points,
mean  85 nm, SD  110 nm). then be observed when the distance separating the two
binding sites was large, but the presence of competitor
DNA would likely reduce the probability that the two
compaction when condensin is given time to accumu- binding sites associated with pieces of DNA situated far
late along the DNA prior to addition of ATP (Figure S2B). apart from each other. The exact nature of the relation-
It is important to compare and contrast the current ship between small compaction steps observed with
results with the previous ones from bulk biochemical competitor DNA (Figure 3A) and rapid compaction ob-
assays and ESI. Both nanomanipulation and gel-shift served in its absence (Figures 2A and S2B) is unclear
assays agree with the conclusion that condensin can because we are not able to detect discrete compaction
bind to DNA in the absence of ATP [11]. Importantly, steps in the latter case.
however, the nanomanipulation experiment shows that We observed that condensin could compact DNA de-
this mode of interaction between condensin and DNA spite a low opposing force (F 0.4 pN) but that a higher
does not lead to significant DNA compaction and that force (F  10 pN) induced disruption of condensin-DNA
large changes in DNA extension are observed only in complexes. It is interesting to note that a significant
the presence of hydrolyzable ATP. Likewise, previous portion of the observed step-wise decompaction events
topological assays showed that condensin requires ATP covered large distances ranging up to several hundreds
hydrolysis to induce the conformational changes in DNA of nanometers. This is to be compared to the long axis
[11–13]. Moreover, the supercoiling/knotting activities of condensin, expected to measure on the order of only
were detected only with the mitotic form of condensin, 100 nm. A likely explanation for decompaction steps
but not with its interphase form [7, 12]. The same was larger than the protein involves the stabilization of large
observed in the current assay, leading us to believe that loops along the DNA. This is consistent with AFM obser-
the physical compaction we observe is in some way vations of condensin-DNA complexes [5].
related to the activity that condensin displays in bulk. The current results allow us to propose a hypothetical
When competitor DNA is added to observe discrete model for the action of condensin. In this model, con-
interaction between condensin and the nanomanipu- densin has the potential to bind DNA in an ATP-indepen-
lated DNA, we observe similar behavior whether the dent fashion. If ATP is present, its binding and hydrolysis
DNA is torsionally relaxed, positively supercoiled, or (or subsequent events such as release of ADP and inor-
negatively supercoiled. Similar results were also ob- ganic phosphate) would allow the two DNA binding sites
tained on nicked DNA (data not shown). These results of condensin to bind to different points along the DNA.
suggest that the small-scale DNA compaction in the Each site would associate with30 nm of DNA, forming
a looped domain containing an additional, variablepresence of competitor DNA as revealed by the current
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measurements of compaction events with about a third as muchlength of DNA. Alternatively, ATP hydrolysis could serve
noise as that observed on 11 kb DNA. Before experiments wereto fuel a motor-like “reeling out” of a loop of DNA be-
started, the elasticity of the DNA was measured and verified to between the two binding sites [12]. Abruptly increasing the
consistent with that of a single supercoilable DNA molecule [19].
stretching force would lead to dissociation of DNA from Experiments were carried out in buffer consisting of 20 mM Hepes-
one of the two binding sites of a single functional unit. KOH (pH 7.8), 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 5 mM EGTA,
1% (v/v) glycerol, 20 mM -glycerophosphate, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 1 mMThus, disruption of a first condensin-DNA linkage would
DTT, and either 0.2 or 1 mM MgATP and at room temperature (T cause the DNA end-to-end extension to increase by the
25  2C).(large and variable) length of DNA sequestered within
Mitotic or interphase Condensin I was immunopurified from mi-the loop. Subsequent dissociation of the second con-
totic or interphase extracts, respectively, prepared from X. laevis
densin-DNA linkage would cause the DNA extension eggs as described previously [7]. The mitotic or interphase state of
to increase only by the length of DNA associated with each lot of extract was first tested by measuring its ability to effi-
ciently condense sperm DNA in vitro. Condensin I was then purifiedone site.
by immunoaffinity chromatography from the extract by using anIt remains unknown how the condensin complex inter-
antibody raised against the tail of the CAP-G subunit of the complexacts with DNA. A single condensin molecule may repre-
[11]. After purification, we confirmed the mitotic or interphase statesent a functional unit: two head domains may make a
of the protein by using Western blotting to determine the phosphory-
direct contact with DNA (e.g., [13]) or the two coiled- lation state of the CAP-H subunit of the protein [7]. Condensin stock
coil arms may “embrace” the two DNA duplexes at the (25 ng/l or about 40 nM) was aliquoted, frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and stored at 70C. Condensin concentration in DNA compactionbase of the loop [23]. Alternatively, two (or more) com-
experiments was in the nanomolar range.plexes may interact with each other in an ATP-depen-
Competitor DNA was prepared by linearizing pBluescript DNAdent manner and trap DNA loops in their intercoiled
(2.9 kb) or pGEMt (3.0 kb) and adjusting the final concentration tospace [22] or at their hinge domains [5]. In this second
0.5 nM.
case,60 nm compaction steps would result from asso-
ciation of each condensin with the DNA and larger com- Supplemental Data
paction events from the trapping of a loop of DNA be- Two supplemental figures are available at http://www.current-
biology.com/cgi/content/full/14/10/874/DC1/.tween two dimerized condensins. Two-step reversal of
compaction by a high force would give rise to the same
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